the BOOK OF ETERNALSELF

CHRONICLE B
A PLACE CALLED TRUTH
1. In a place called Truth, where your imaginative eternalself abides, truth is
always and in all ways true! …and that which is true …is true both forward and
backward, such that what is eternal into the future is also eternal into the past! Your
eternalself has an eternalpast!
2. You cannot discover a truth or eternalself to live in Truth! …yet you cannot but
live truth and an eternalself in Truth, …for truth is common in all beliefs, thoughts,
attitudes, emotions, words, and actions …but truth is not the belief, thought, attitude,
emotion, word, or action itself! …all of which are composed …and are not truths in
Truth.
3. In truth, if that which is greater than is not also lesser than that which it is
greater than, ...then, it is not greater than! …therefore, in truth nothing you do is
actually meaningful or important or greater, …though, it may be meaningful and
important …or greater that you do it!
4. If trust is an issue, whether you trust or do not trust …or seek trust or offer
trust, you do not in Truth trust or have trust! ...the same is true for honesty, faith and
faithfulness, compassion, dependability and reliability, responsibility, belief, and love,
…if these are issues for you in any way, then in Truth they will elude you and fade
away.
5. The only emotion in Truth is uncomposed contentment! …all other emotions,
active or inactive, are composed …and thus are untrue! …and certainly not greater!
6. Truth, being always and in all ways true indicates only “one·choice” [3G] which,
in Truth, is then eternal, …such that, what you then experience and act upon as multiple
choices, is actually only a multitude [3H] of one eternal choice made in Truth, …what
one· choice are you willing to make and abide by eternally? In Truth, all things are, at
every moment under all conditions, fully as they naturally [Book 15] are …and they
express accordingly, …therefore, there are no choices to make and follow in Truth …only
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self-evident actions and activities! …which reveals there are no right awarenesses in
Truth …and no right answers! …for that which is …is “right”.
7. In Truth, truth is the only standard in life! …not good or love or compassion,
all of which are composed! …and will quickly fade and fall away!
8. Intimacy that is not always and in all ways intimate is not intimacy …and is not
permitted in Truth! Do you know and experience yourself intimately? …and do you
interact intimately with all individuals and matters in your life? …if so, then, obviously,
all things in your life are truly meaningful! …and you are intimately aware of that
meaning, …isn’t that true?!
9. Health and healing are not issues in Truth, for illnesses and afflictions which
can be healed, cured, or overcome are not, in Truth, illnesses or afflictions! Also,
problems and difficulties, in Truth, which can be solved or resolved …or relieved are not
problems or difficulties, …and those matters that are always and in all ways problems
and difficulties are neither problems nor difficulties. Truth is a magical place! …for in
all of this, you can certainly understand how your greatest problems and afflictions
reveal your finest assets …in Truth.
10. Truth is not infinite! …and not particular! …for it is always and in always,
…so it can be personalized …even as love, if that’s what you desire, …however, love is a
non-issue in Truth.
11. All consequences are non-issues in Truth! …in fact, all beliefs, thoughts,
attitudes, emotions, words, and actions are non-issues in Truth!
12. You cannot discover truth in Truth …nor can you discover your eternalself,
…you can only live awarefully and fully realized in Truth!
13. For understandings about truth, read 1D Truth and Transformation.

There is no heaven in truth,
…for Truth is heaven itself! …where nothing discomposes!

